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1. Introduction
When implementing large-scale scientiﬁc or business projects related to storing and processing large amounts of data and involving participants from diﬀerent administrative domains, the
best solution may be that the project participants combine their local storage resources into a
single distributed pool and, if necessary, rent additional cloud storage resources, possibly from
several providers. Indeed, in existing centralized solutions, the main functions are performed
by data centers that collect and store (possibly with subsequent processing) data from peripheral (user) nodes of the network. Therefore, in this case, the need to store big data in any
scientiﬁc or production area leads to the necessity to build large and very expensive specialized
data centers. At the initial stage of implementing a project, it is very problematic both to
ﬁnd suﬃcient funding for the establishment of such a center, and to estimate in advance the
necessary storage capacity for a suﬃciently long period of time. The approach based on the
peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm of storage networks (see the review [1] and references therein) is
totally opposite to the completely centralized approach. In this case, data storage services are
evenly distributed among all network participants, which provides a natural load balancing, the
absence of bottlenecks and points of failure. Special mechanisms of coding, fragmentation and
distribution of information over nodes can provide privacy and reliability of the system even
in case of failure of some storage nodes. However, a signiﬁcant problem with this approach
is to ensure a stable pool of peers, that is storage resource providers, especially at the initial
stage of development of such a network. In other words, before such a P2P-based storage can
work stably, it will require signiﬁcant technical, organizational and time costs from its organizers in the absence of a result guarantee, that is, a workable network with suﬃcient storage
capacity. Therefore, in many cases of large-scale projects, the above-mentioned solution that is
intermediate between the fully centralized and fully decentralized (P2P) solutions may be optimal. In science, examples of such large projects are the Large Hadron Collider (CERN, Geneva;
https://home.cern/science/accelerators/large-hadron-collider) and experiments in astrophysics
(see e.g., [2]).
In the case of this intermediate approach, the problem arises of combining all local storages
and data in them into a uniﬁed storage system in a dynamically changing environment, as well
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as ensuring the implementation of mutual access policies to the data of the parties involved.
This implies the existence of methods for decentralized management of data access rights in
such a dynamically changing environment, ensuring consensus among the parties involved on
the content and order of data operations and ensuring reliable, immutable recording of proven
operations history, that is, provenance metadata. The latter are necessary for data storage and
usage consistency, as well as for consideration and resolving possible conﬂicts among project
participants or with the storage providers. In other words, it is necessary to provide tools to
support the implementation of business processes of storing and exchanging data in a distributed
environment and in the presence of administratively unrelated or loosely related organizations
involved in joint projects, or simply sharing data under certain conditions.
In this work, we propose an approach to solving this problem based on the use of blockchain
technology and smart contracts within the Hyperledger platform (https://www.hyperledger.org)
[3]. The basic principles of operation, architecture and algorithms of the ProvHL system (Provenance HyperLedger) for managing provenance metadata and data access rights in distributed
storages are developed. At present, a testbed has been created in SINP MSU, on which a preliminary version of the ProvHL prototype is deployed for elaboration of these principles and
algorithms. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe business processes of
data storage and sharing in distributed environments. In Sections 3 and 4 the Hyperledger
blockchain platform and distributed consensus algorithms are presented, respectively. Section 5
is devoted to presentation of the ProvHL system and Section 6 describes delegation of rights in
the framework of this system. In Section 7 a short review of related works is given and, ﬁnally,
Section 8 contains conclusions.

2. Business Processes of Data Storage and Sharing in Distributed
Environments
The basic scenario of using the proposed system assumes that a virtual organization (VO) is
formed for the joint implementation of a certain project. VO includes several real organizations
which include, in turn, data providers, users and data handlers aﬃliated with them. It is assumed
that the implementation of such a project requires the use of a distributed data storage. This
distributed storage can be formed by renting multiple cloud storages, as well as integrating the
own storage resources of the organizations that form the VO. Thus, the hardware and software
basis of the business environment in this case is formed by a set of storages (possibly of diﬀerent
types, e.g., cloud storages, ﬁle servers, tape storages, etc.), each of which can be managed by
its own data management system (DMS). For certainty, it is further assumed that the data is
stored as ﬁles, i.e. the ﬁle is a unit of data. Generally speaking, several VOs can coexist; the
storages with which they interact can form partially overlapping sets.
In such an environment, an immutable and distributed (as the environment itself) registry
and a consensus on the order of data operations are needed to resolve possible conﬂicts between
the VO/project participants related to the use of the data. In other words, to resolve possible
conﬂicts, one needs an undistorted history of data use by VO members. Conﬂicts may be
caused by priority issues upon obtaining results of data processing, use of results (including
funding issues), etc. A simple example of the causes of such conﬂicts are cases of deliberate or
accidental violation of the data access rights policy. Another example is when, based on shared
resources, participants from diﬀerent administrative domains obtain similar important results,
and questions arise about how independently they were received and which of the participants
obtained them ﬁrst.
The state of a data unit (ﬁle) is determined by its provenance metadata (PMD), which
consist of its global ﬁle identiﬁer (ID) and its attributes, including: (1) local ﬁle name in a
storage; (2) storage identiﬁer; (3) creator identiﬁer; (4) owner identiﬁer; (5) source; (6) number of
ﬁle downloads, etc. Here we mentioned only the most common possible attributes. The attribute
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set chosen may depend on the needs of a particular project using the distributed storage. The
full set of possible attributes is deﬁned by the corresponding standard. In particular, in this
work we rely on one of the most widely used PMD standards, namely, W3C PROV [4]. The
set of values for all attributes of a ﬁle determines its current state. The state of the entire
distributed storage system is determined by the set of ﬁles stored in it with their states at the
moment.
It is supposed that the distributed storage works in the framework of immutable shared ﬁles
semantics [5]. Basic operations (comprising of a set of transactions) can be of the following types:
new ﬁle upload; ﬁle download; ﬁle copy within a storage; ﬁle deletion; ﬁle copy to another storage;
ﬁle transfer to another storage. Each active transaction, and therefore operation, corresponds
to an update of some state keys, for example, after the operation “ﬁle download” the values of
the following keys change: “number of ﬁle downloads” and “users who downloaded the ﬁle”.
There are, of course, transactions for changing ﬁle attributes, for example, changing the owner
of a ﬁle.
In addition to the task of recording the immutable history of working with data in a distributed storage environment, there exists the task of providing distributed management of
access rights to data. For example, the owner of a data ﬁle (the user who created the data
or the organization to which it belongs through its authorized representative) must be able to
manage its access rights for other users. Another example is when a cloud storage service grants
access to data stored on it only to users from organizations that have paid for this storage
service.

3. Hyperledger Blockchain Platform
A natural solution for the establishment of a distributed immutable registry for the PMD
records is the use of the blockchain technology. To implement this solution, it is convenient to
use existing blockchain platforms. We require the platform to be used to have the following properties: working with permissioned blockchains; using smart contracts to manage transactions
and organize business processes for sharing data and storage resources by project participants
located in diﬀerent administrative domains; availability of tools for managing access rights to
certain actions with metadata; using a modular structure that allows one to use various algorithms to achieve consensus between the participants of business processes, depending on the
needs of a speciﬁc distributed data computing system and its users; possibility of simultaneous independent work of several virtual organizations. Analysis of existing platforms (see, e.g.,
the reviews [6–8] and refs. therein) shows that the requirements above practically unambiguously distinguish the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain platform (HLF; www.hyperledger.org) [3]
together with Hyperledger Composer (HLC; hyperledger.github.io/composer) as the best candidate (HLF&C-platform). The Hyperledger Composer is a set of tools for simpliﬁed use of the
blockchain.
A smart contract along with the registry form the basis of a blockchain system. While the
registry contains information about the current and historical state of a set of business objects,
a smart contract determines the executable logic that generates new states to be added to the
registry. Before parties of a business process can enter into interactions with each other, they
must deﬁne a common set of contracts covering common terms, data, rules, concept deﬁnitions
and processes. Taken together, these contracts deﬁne a business model that governs all interactions between transactional parties. A smart contract deﬁnes these rules between the parties in
the form of executable code. In the framework of the HLF&C-platform the smart contracts are
implemented under the name chaincode. In particular, access rights to data ﬁles are deﬁned by
the smart contracts in conjunction with special system acl-ﬁle (“acl” stands for “access control
language”).
To describe the business process within the framework of HLF&C-platform, a number of
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concepts are used, the main ones are assets, participants, transactions and events. Assets are
tangible or intellectual resources, services or property, records of which are kept in registries.
Assets can represent almost anything in a business network, such as a house for sale, a listing
for sale, a land registration certiﬁcate for that house, while insurance documents for that house
can be assets in one or more business networks. Assets must have a unique identiﬁer, but they
can also contain any properties deﬁned for them. In our case, the assets are data ﬁles; their
properties (attributes) are provenance metadata, as deﬁned in the previous Section 2.
Participants are members of the business network. They can own assets and make transaction requests. Like assets, the participants must have an ID and can have any other properties
if necessary. The transaction is the mechanism of interaction of participants with assets. The
deﬁnition of events is also established in the process of a business network construction, similarly to the assets or participants. According to these deﬁnitions, event messages can be sent
by transaction processors to inform external software components of changes in the blockchain.
Applications can subscribe to receive event information via the HLC API.
From a functional point of view, the nodes in the HLF network are divided into three types:
clients make requests to execute transactions, participate in their processing, and broadcast
transactions to ordering services; peers carry out the transaction processing workﬂow, validate
them and manage the blockchain registry; ordering service nodes (OSN) establish the general
order of all transactions in the blockchain based on the distributed consensus algorithm. Unlike
public blockchain networks, which allow non-authenticated users to participate in their work,
members of the HLF&C-network must be registered with Membership Service Provider (MSP),
which, among other things, performs the functions of Certiﬁcation Authority (CA). It should be
emphasized that although the CA is a centralized service, it does not violate the decentralized
nature of the HLF&C-network, distributed storage and PMD management system for two main
reasons: (1) the CA is not a party to the business process, but only a trusted third-party that
provides cryptographic material (digital certiﬁcates); although HLF&C provides software for
the organization of its own CA for the deployed network, third-party public CAs can also be
used; (2) the CA is not involved in the process of transaction processing and block formation,
so it does not aﬀect system performance and fault tolerance. In other words, the CA is outside
the business network. Other MSP components, in particular those providing authentication and
authorization of participants, are distributed across network nodes.

4. Consensus Algorithms
As it was mentioned in the Introduction, data management via PMD requires a method
of ensuring consensus among participants in the business process about the content and order of transactions with data. Nowadays there exits a number of consensus algorithms that
do not require resource-consuming and slow “proof-of-work” mechanism which is intrinsic for
cryptocurrency blockchain networks [9].
One of the ﬁrst and most well known consensus algorithms is the Paxos algorithm [10]. This
algorithm is not designed to work in distributed systems with possible Byzantine errors. It is
very diﬃcult for understanding and implementing [11]. The Raft algorithm [11, 12] realizes the
consensus by choosing a single leader, giving it full responsibility for managing the transaction
recordings. The leader accepts requests from clients, copies them to other servers, and tells
the rest of the servers when it is safe to use the entries in their replicated ledgers. The idea
of having a special leader simpliﬁes the management of the replicated ledger. If the leader for
some reason stops working, the procedure for selecting a new leader begins. However, Raft is
also not designed to work in distributed systems in which a Byzantine type of error is possible
(malicious distortion of information by nodes).
The Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) algorithm [13] was the ﬁrst practical
solution to achieve consensus in the face of Byzantine failures. It uses the concept of replicated
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state machine, and nodes in a PBFT system are sequentially ordered with one node being the
leader and others referred to as backup nodes. All nodes in the system communicate with
one another with the goal being that all honest nodes will come to an agreement of the state
of the system using a majority rule. This algorithm requires 3n + 1 replicas to be able to
tolerate n failing nodes. Communication between nodes has two functions: nodes must prove
that messages came from a speciﬁc peer node, and they must verify that the message was not
modiﬁed during transmission. This approach imposes a low overhead on the performance of
the ordering service nodes (OSNs). However messaging overhead in the case of PBFT increases
signiﬁcantly as the number of OSNs increase. However it remains acceptable for a couple of
dozens of OSNs (parties in a project using a distributed storage under the blockchain-based
management) [13, 14]. Currently we consider PBFT as a most suatable distributed consensus
algorithm since its properties match the system requirements and there exist exploratory studies
for its implementation within the HLF&C platform [14]. In the future we plan to consider and
test other BFT algorithms, such as SIEVE [15], XFT [16] and Hashgraph [17].

5. ProvHL System
This section outlines the basic principles of our ProvHL system for managing provenance
metadata and access rights to data in distributed storages based on the HLF&C blockchain
platform.
In general, two approaches are possible: (1) data management systems (DMS) manage data
and use blockchain as a distributed log (data driven data management); (2) ﬁrst, the metadata
is written to the blockchain, and DMSs refer to the blockchain and performs the transactions
recorded there (metadata driven data management). In the ﬁrst case, the functionality of
the blockchain system is very limited, it only provides a ledger which is resistant to malicious
attempts to modify the history of data in distributed storage. HLF&C-platform enables one to
implement the second approach, which in addition to simply maintaining the registry allows us
to solve the problem of distributed data access management. Note that the term “metadata
driven” is most often used in the context of ETL-technology (Extract, Transform, Load); we
use it solely to designate a way to manage data by pre-writing metadata to the HLF.
For each data operation, at least two types of transaction records are made in the blockchain:
one corresponds to the client request, and the second corresponds to the server response.The
algorithms used are aimed at ensuring consistency between the state of the distributed storage
and the entries in the blockchain. In particular, when the “new ﬁle upload” transaction is performed, the transaction on creating the new asset, that is the data ﬁle, with the “temporary”
label is ﬁrst recorded in the blockchain. And only after the actual upload of the ﬁle in the storage, DMS initiates a transaction removing the label “temporary” and turns the uploaded ﬁle
into a fully valid asset. This makes the level of correspondence between the history recorded in
the blockchain and the real history of the data in the distributed storage practically acceptable.
As is known, ensuring full compliance of the real world history with the history recorded in a
blockchain is outside the scope of the blockchain technology (the so-called the Oracle Problem,
see e.g., https://medium.com/@DelphiSystems/the-oracle-problem-856ccbdbd14f). The compliance of ProvHL to the PMD standard W3C PROV [4], mentioned in Section 2, is provided by
the conformity of the basic triples in the both data models, namely {Asset, Operation/Transaction, Participant} (for HLF&C/ProvHL) and {Entity, Activity, Agent} (for W3C PROV). A
simpliﬁed scheme of the testbed with a preliminary version of the ProvHL system is presented in
ﬁgure 1. The operational purpose of the HLF&C-network nodes (peers, OSNs, MSP modules)
is speciﬁed in Section 3; the servers provide interaction with data management systems of local
storages.
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Figure 1. A simpliﬁed scheme of the ProvHL testbed.

6. Blockchain-Based Delegation of Rights in Distributed Storages
Delegation is the process of a user or a Web service handing over their authentication
credentials to another executing Web service. We will present the mechanism of rights delegation
between services on the example of the data copy operation from one local storage (Storage1) to
another (Storage2). The deﬁnition of operations with ﬁles as the assets makes the mechanism
of the delegation very natural and ﬂexible. In the framework of the HLF&C-platform assets
(as well as other business network entities) are deﬁned with the help of an object-oriented
modeling language [18] in the so called .cto-ﬁle. For the delegation mechanism it is important
the operation deﬁnitions contain the obligatory attributes “requester” and “executor” as well
as inherit “ﬁle owner” attributes from the ﬁle asset deﬁnition. Upon receiving a request from a
User for a ﬁle copying, the DMS Storage1 (the data management system of the Storage1 which
contains the ﬁle to be copied) detects the type of the copy operation, namely decides if this is
local copying (within the Storage1) or copying to another storage. In the latter case it initiates,
on behalf of the User, the operation of uploading the required ﬁle to destination Storage2. For
this aim it interacts with the chaincode which, among other actions, deﬁnes that: (a) while
for the initial copy operation the value of the requester attribute is equal to the User and the
executor is DMS Storage1, for the induced upload operation the requester is DMS Storage1 and
the executor is DMS Storage2; (b) the owner of the ﬁle copy on the Storage2 is the same as the
owner of source ﬁle on the Storage1.
Thus, the second request is executed at the request of the User, but by the DMS Storage1
(source storage), and the ﬁle ownership does not change. This means that all goals of a delegation
are completed. It is worth stressing that in contrast to the scheme based on proxy certiﬁcates [19],
in the blockchain-based approach the delegation is restricted solely to the speciﬁed operation.

7. Related Works
Although a number of projects have been implemented in recent years to create systems for
supporting and managing metadata, including the provenance of data, but the vast majority of
the implemented solutions are centralized (see the surveys [20, 21] and refs. therein), which is
poorly consistent with the use of a distributed dynamically changing environment, and the possibility of using metadata by organizationally unrelated or weakly related research communities.
On the other hand, in recent years, distributed registries based on blockchain technology have become very popular in various applied areas due to a number of important advantages [9, 22]. Most recently, on the basis of blockchains, PMD management systems for storages
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have also been developed. The system ProvChain [23] is designed to work with one cloud storage, not a distributed environment. The validation of the data provenance is done oﬀ-chain by
a centralized provenance auditor. The system consists of ﬁve components: users, cloud service
providers, blockchain network, provenance database, and the provenance auditor. The blockchain network consists of virtual nodes inside the cloud and keep the data provenance records
in the blocks. The auditor retrieves the provenance data from the blockchain database and
validates the blockchain receipt. The system is based on a bitcoin-like blockchain. To solve
the issues of the initial distribution of ownership shares of resources during the operation of the
Proof-of-Stake algorithm, as well as the validation of this share, a special service is used. This
service starts with the beginning of the process of developing consensus and constantly works
together with blockchain validators (the blockchain nodes being virtual machines in the cloud)
to check their share of resources and select a leader in each round. This service also has the
right to determine remuneration for the successful creation of new blocks and at the same time
to punish (deprive a share of resources) if the validators act maliciously.
The SmartProvenance (DataProv) system [24] is implemented on top of the Ethereum blockchain platform and consists of two types of components. They are the blockchain components,
which mainly consist of Ethereum smart contracts for access control, creating/storing PMDs and
conducting the voting process, as well as modules not related to the blockchain including the
client module that interacts with smart contracts and a script, working in the cloud, to check the
validity of changes to data ﬁles. A smart contract Document Tracker is used to track changes in
data and maintaining access control policies. Each PMD-related event, such as a modiﬁcation of
a document, must be approved by voting with a special smart Vote contract. The main purpose
of the voting process is to prevent harmful changes that clearly violate the conditions of use
of the data. At the end of the voting stage, if a change decision is made, the Vote contract
submits a change in the Document Tracker contract to create a PMD record. Authorized voting
users use a special veriﬁcation script that is located in the cloud storage of the system. In the
SmartProvenance system, the rejection of changes as a result of voting is punishable by a ﬁne
using smart contracts and cryptocurrency (Ether) of the Ethereum platform. On the contrary,
voters who have discovered an attempt at unlawful changes receive a reward in the form of a
certain amount in the cryptocurrency.
Actually both ProvChain and SmartProvenance/DataProv does not utilize full ﬂedged
blockchain technology and distributed consensus algorithms because though they use the blockchain registries to store the data provenance records, the blockchain nodes do not represent
interests of the parties involved and the veriﬁcation of the operations and the records is done
outside the blockchain network by centralized provenance service. Therefore they do not really
support business processes of data sharing between administratively unrelated parties. They
also inherit the bitcoin/Ethereum platform properties which poorly matching the needs of a
system for supporting business processes of data sharing in distributed storages. In particular,
the both systems use permissionless blockchains with their inherent shortcomings with which
we have to put up in the case of open blockchain networks but which are not inevitable in the
case of distributed storages.
Other existing suggestions and developments in the ﬁeld of PMD management, including
those based on blockchains, are further from the ProvHL system proposed in this article, both
in their goals and objectives, as well as in the ways of their implementations. The reader may
ﬁnd discussion of them in Section V of the survey [25].
Thus the traditional centralized techniques are mostly ineﬃcient and have no speciﬁc protection for sensitive information [20, 21, 25]. The shortcomings and half-way solutions of the
discussed blockchain-based systems show that the blockchain-based data provenance needed
more research eﬀort and can be further enhanced by proper utilization of the smart contracts.
We believe that our ProvHL system meets the challenge.
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8. Conclusion
In this paper, the new approach based on the integration of the blockchain technology, smart
contracts and metadata driven data management was suggested. On its basis, the principles
and algorithms of the system called ProvHL (Provenance HyperLedger) were developed. This
system is a fault-tolerant, secure and reliable system for managing provenance metadata, as well
as access rights to data in distributed storages. The problems of optimal choice of the blockchain
type for such a system, as well as the choice of the blockchain platform were studied. Namely, it
was proposed to use a permissioned type of blockchain and the Hyperledger blockchain platform,
on the basis of which the ProvHL system is implemented.
Provenance metadata are written to the blockchain beforehand, and the data management
system refers to the blockchain and performs the transactions recorded there (metadata driven
data management). At present, a testbed has been created on the basis of SINP MSU, where a
preliminary version of the ProvHL prototype is deployed to implement the developed principles
and reﬁne the algorithms of the system. Within the testbed, smart contracts are implemented
to support basic operations with ﬁles (upload, download, copy to another storage, etc.). This
infrastructure is free from the signiﬁcant drawbacks inherent to existing solutions, in particular,
from the vulnerabilities associated with the presence of a central services and the problems
related to the using permissionless blockchains. In addition, the suggested blockchain-based
delegation proves to be simple, natural and ﬂexible. Creation of the ProvHL production level
system will signiﬁcantly improve the quality and reliability of the results obtained on the basis
of data processing and analysis in a distributed computer environment.
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